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 There is no denying the power of stories. Stories not only affect how a reader may be 

feeling at the moment, they can also change a person’s entire outlook on life, death, happiness, 

beauty, or anything else. And though “there is no book so bad…that it does not have something 

good in it” it is the very best stories which will be the focus of this essay (Don Quixote, 479). 

More specifically: the ways in which a good story can be declared definitively good. Whether or 

not this is actually an accomplishable task shall be decided at a later point. For the sake of this 

essay the examples I will be using should be considered good stories; no matter what the actual 

opinion one may hold of each of the stories I will be using, it shall be taken as a given that these 

stories are good. I will be picking out specific qualities of each of these stories and try to 

discover if this, or that quality, or a combination of many will lead to a determination of a good 

story. 

 Definitions, so we can all at least start out on the same page: 

 When I say story; though I do include narrative, epic poem, oral myth, novel, dialogue, 

movie, joke or dramatic tragedy, or any other form of story that you imaginative people can 

come up with in a general sense; I will be focusing my argument on written stories in the form of 

tragedies and novels. 

 For Aristotle tragedy is a very specific term meaning the art form of imitating action of a 

noble nature: 

A tragedy then is the imitation of an action that is serious and also, as having 
magnitude, complete in itself; in language with pleasurable accessories, each kind 
brought in separately in the parts of the work; in a dramatic, not in a narrative 
form; with incidents arousing pity and fear, wherewith to accomplish its catharsis 
of such emotions. (Poetics, 1449b, lines 24-28) 
 

This form of story is the main focus of his discussion of Poetics; he also touches on comedy but 

only to contrast what each are imitating. He distinguishes between tragedy and comedy as an 
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imitation of noble action and an imitation of ridiculous men (Poetics, 1449a). Since tragedy is 

imitating the noble, Aristotle claims that tragedy is of greater importance or more worthy than 

comedy. This statement of greater importance for one type versus another occurs consistently 

through the Poetics. There is also mention of epic poetry, which gives me the right to apply 

Aristotle’s rules and definitions of tragedy to many other forms of stories, for he says that though 

they differ in style, narrative versus verse, they are imitations of serious action.  

They differ also in their constituents, some being common to both and others 
peculiar to tragedy-hence a judge of good and bad in tragedy is a judge if that in 
epic poetry also. All the parts of an epic are included in tragedy; but these of 
tragedy are not all of them to be found in the epic. (1449b, lines 15-20) 
 

My attention will be on the constituents that are found in both tragedy and epic poetry and also 

all other forms of story, so when I say ‘tragedy’ in my upcoming sections I am still meaning the 

broad and sweeping term ‘story.’ 

There are six parts, or formative elements, to a properly formed tragedy as listed and 

explained in the Poetics. First is the plot, which is the “life and soul” of the tragedy; this is the 

description of action and what actually happens in the story, “the combination of incidents” 

(1450a, line 38 & lines 4-5). Next is character, which assigns certain qualities to agents of the 

plot. The third part is thought or what characters say to prove a particular point or enunciate a 

general truth (1450a). The last parts are diction, melody, and spectacle, which are not of any 

particular concern in this essay, but still noteworthy. Diction is the composition of prose or verse 

and the expression of thought into words. Melody is the rhythm and music accompanied with a 

Greek tragedy. And spectacle is the live action seen on stage; Aristotle says this is less the 

concern of the author and more for the designer to care about. Another important term to be 

aware of is catharsis; this is the purgation of emotions and chief pleasure the audience receives 

from tragedy. 
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 Plot and Character according to Aristotle, followed by the author’s initial problem and 

eventual reconciliation with him: 

 Plot is the most important consideration of a tragedy. This is because without a plot there 

is no tragedy. A plot has many aspects to it that will make some plots better than others. The 

construction of the plot is distinguished by wholeness and magnitude. It must be complete in 

itself, “whole” with a beginning, middle, and end. It needs to be a certain length; neither so long 

that it cannot be held in the memory of the audience nor so short that there is not sufficient time 

to make the change in fortune probable and believable (Chapter 7).  

There are simple and complex plots. Complex plots have a reversal of fortune and/or a 

discovery: “the most powerful elements of attraction in tragedy, the peripeties and discoveries, 

are parts of plot” (1450a, lines 33-34). Reversal of fortune is taking the plot from one state of 

things to its opposite. Discovery is the change from ignorance to knowledge. A simple plot has 

neither of these, the change of fortune occurs without reversal or discovery, but is merely a 

continuous whole. Suffering is also an important aspect of tragic plot, “action of destructive or 

painful nature” (Chapters 10-11).The conditions that the tragic effect depend on are those that 

illicit the pleasurable feelings of fear and pity.  The best condition for this is “the intermediate 

kind of personage, a man not preeminently virtuous and just, whose misfortune, however, is 

brought upon him not by vice and depravity but by some fault” or αµαρτηµα, commonly known 

as the ‘tragic flaw’ (1453a, lines 6-8).  αµαρτηµα is defined in the Greek Lexicon as “failure, 

error, or sin.”  

Aristotle cites Oedipus the King as an example of the best type of discovery because it is 

combined with and actually produces the reversal of fortune (1451a). Oedipus the King, written 

by Sophocles, tells the story of “Oedipus whom all men call the Great” and how he falls from 
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this high standing to great shame and misfortune (line 8). During a time of “a deadly pestilence... 

the house of Cadmus/ is emptied of its people while black Death grows rich in groaning and in 

lamentation.” Oedipus is called to find the murderers of the late king, Laius (lines 28-30). 

By banishing a man, or expiation 
of blood by blood, since it is murder guilt 
which holds our city in this destroying storm. (lines 100-102) 
 

Despite many warnings from various people, Oedipus soldiers on in his search for the murderers, 

only to learn that he is the murderer of Laius.  

…And it is I, 
I and no other have so cursed myself. 
And I pollute the bed of him I killed  
By the hands that killed him. (lines 819-823) 

 
This is not the Discovery of the tragedy, but only builds up to the Discovery that leads to 

Oedipus’ reversal of fortune. What he discovers from a messenger and a shepherd is that not 

only did he murder Laius and go on to marry his widow, Jocasta, but horror of horrors, Laius 

was tragically and ill fatedly Oedipus’ father and Jocasta his mother. Jocasta hangs herself upon 

learning that Oedipus is the cursed son whom she tried to rid the world of. Holding his 

mother/wife in his arms, Oedipus stabs his own eyes out with the brooch from her dress. It is not 

just his eyes Oedipus loses; he also loses his identity and the high esteem that everyone holds 

him in. He goes from being praised as Oedipus the Great to being told “I shudder at the sight of 

you” (line 1305).  

Another example of discovery being best utilized when accompanied with a reversal of 

fortune is the story of an unclaimed baby, found one night in the bed of the most respected 

citizen in town, also known as The History of Tom Jones: a Foundling. Tom Jones is raised by 

Mr. Allworthy, the man who discovered baby Tom in his bed, “the good Man…owning a 

Resolution to take care of the Child, and to breed him up as his own” (44). Because of Tom’s 
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dubious beginnings “even at his first Appearance… it was the universal Opinion of all Mr. 

Allworthy’s family, that he was certainly born to be hanged” (109). Mr. Allworthy does not 

agree and sees Tom for the kind hearted and generous man that he truly is; he is not blinded by 

Tom’s social standing. That is, until Mr. Blifil, Mr. Allworthy’s nephew and the villain of this 

story, slanders Tom Jones most egregiously; Blifil alleges that Tom is “one of the worst men in 

the world” and Mr. Allworthy cannot do otherwise but agree from the evidence presented to him 

(274). Tom is kicked out of his home and the heart of the man he loves above all else, seemingly 

forever, for Mr. Allworthy will not hear a bad thing said of Blifil nor a defense for Tom from 

anyone, even those he holds in the highest regard. Tom has many adventures and even more 

misadventures, which lead to his worst state of misfortune, when he is in jail for possibly 

murdering a man he is told a terrible thing, “Why then the Lord have Mercy upon your Soul, and 

forgive you, but as sure as I stand here alive, you have been a-Bed with your own Mother” (814). 

Tom is penniless, lacks the good opinion of his guardian and friend, is in jail for a murder he did 

not commit, and he has committed incest. Misfortune abounds for poor Tom Jones; that is until 

the Discovery.  

This discovery begins with the letter from a man who was complicit in Blifil’s lies until 

the man falls mortally ill and repents for his base deeds. He writes to Mr. Allworthy, “Believe 

me, my dear Friend, when I tell you on the word of a dying Man, he hath been basely injured” 

(p.823). The audience sees Tom’s fortunes improving, but it is not until Mr. Allworthy has a 

conversation with Jenny Jones, the woman Mr. Allworthy believed to be Tom’s mother, in which 

she tells him, “As there is Truth in Heaven, your Sister was the Mother of the Child you found 

between your Sheets” (836). By the end of the story Tom has returned fully to Mr. Allworthy’s 
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affections and regards, has a family and respectable name, and marries the woman he loves. A 

fine reversal of fortune from where Tom was at his lowest point.  

It is clear through these tragic plots and the actions of both Oedipus and Tom Jones, that 

they are both generally good men—at least they are better than most—but they also have serious 

flaws which directly lead to their misfortunes, all of which is what Aristotle calls for in his 

account of the best construction of plot. Oedipus is quick to anger and bursting with hubris, 

where as Tom lacks prudence and an ability to appear as virtuous as he truly is. Luckily for Tom 

the discovery in his story does not lead to a tragic end but a great boon in his fortune and family.  

 I turn now to Aristotle’s explanation of the best characters; or consider “what is the poet 

to aim at” when writing his or her characters (Poetics, 1452b, line 29). First, the primary 

character must be good. This does not mean perfect, but better than the average person. He or she 

must also be: appropriate to type, as real as possible, and have consistency.  

As tragedy is an imitation of personages better than the ordinary man, we should 
follow the example of good portrait-painters, who reproduce the distinctive 
features of a man, and at the same time, without losing the likeness, make him 
handsomer than he is. (Poetics, 1454b, lines 8-11) 
 

Though there are quite a few examples where these points are not necessary for the story to be 

successful, I will refrain from comment until a later point.  

 I have found that often the reader will consider the character to be the most important 

aspect of the story, for it is the character that is the easiest to relate to being an imitation of a 

person. But Aristotle compares plot and character to painting: “the most beautiful colors laid on 

without order will not give one the same pleasure as a simple black and white sketch of a 

portrait” (1450b, lines 1-3). He is saying that the formless color is the characters and the portrait 

sketch is the plot; without plot there is no form to a tragedy, just interesting splashes of color. 

Characters are meant only for the sake of action. Most striking is the argument that an author can 
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write a characterless tragedy, but not a plot-less one. All that one would have with such a piece 

of writing would be a description of a likeable or interesting person who does absolutely nothing, 

so that the idea that they are actually likeable even gets called into question, for “character gives 

us qualities, but it is in our actions that we are happy or the reverse” (1450a, lines 19-20).  

My original concern with Aristotle’s Poetics was his insistence on the hierarchy between 

plot and character. This is because of my consideration of the tragic pleasure that one gets 

through the catharsis of pity and fear (the overall purpose of tragedy), and as Aristotle himself 

says “the end is everywhere the chief thing” (1450a, line 23). So “the chief thing” in tragedy 

must be the catharsis one experiences in a well formed tragedy. The audience does not know 

whether an agent, as purely a plot device, is good or bad without knowing his or her character. 

The audience relates to the character’s qualities and it is through the pity we feel for one like 

ourselves, a character with relatable qualities, and the fear that these terrible things could happen 

to us where we find this pleasure. This means we would lose catharsis completely without these 

characters since it is the qualities that bring out the emotions of the audience. Plot is merely the 

oyster shell that holds and protects the pearl of character, the much more important feature which 

is the true treasure of stories.  

This is simply not true. A person can learn of a story and have absolutely no idea whether 

the man concerned is a murderer or a saint and still feel pity for this person merely as an agent 

against which a tragedy has occurred. We relate to and pity a character because they are an 

imitation of man. Aristotle tells us that the most piteous of situations is when a friend or family 

member causes tragic incidents by unknowingly doing something that brings about change in 

fortune against someone else. This is piteous whether or not we know the person to be good or 

bad, fun or boring, etc.  
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Even if the reader does not know that Oedipus is commended as Great by all who know 

him or that Tom “hath the noblest Generosity of Heart, the most perfect Capacity for Friendship, 

the highest Integrity, and indeed every Virtue which can enoble a Man,” the plot still makes us 

feel extreme pity for both these men and eventual relief and satisfaction for the latter (823). 

When Aristotle speaks of the “catharsis of such emotions” he means that through watching these 

stories unfold the audience will be able to purge themselves of their overwhelming and 

complicated emotions. For tragedy these emotions are pity and fear. Both of these emotions are 

brought up in Oedipus the King and The History of Tom Jones, a Foundling. All we need to 

know is in the plot, that bad things happen to these agents—their characters are of secondary 

importance. However, having the characters that they do, certainly affects the degree to which 

we feel these emotions while watching their stories unfold. 

Though I was able to reconcile my hesitancy for plot being more important that character, 

I obviously am still not wholly convinced that the way in which Aristotle sets up his overall view 

of hierarchy in poetry, and the determining factors that he uses to say one story is better than 

another, are always and forever correct.  

A quick and incomplete look at Aristotle’s determinations of what makes stories better 

than others, with a much greater focus on the ways in which the author believes him to be 

wrong: 

There are inherent qualities of a story that cannot be avoided as much as an author may 

try, because these qualities are just a part of story. Take for example the idea of wholeness: every 

story will have a beginning, middle, and end. No matter the skill level of the poet there is no way 

to get around the story starting and finishing with other stuff happening in between. Also every 

play will have a certain length; whether or not it is too long or too short is dependent on each 
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individual story. Aristotle explains this with his idea of something being either too large or too 

small to be beautiful.  

Beauty is a matter of size and order, and therefore impossible either in a very 
minute creature, since our perception becomes indistinct as it approaches 
instantaneity; or in a creature of vast size…instead of the object being seen at 
once, the unity and wholeness of it is lost to the beholder. Just…as a beautiful 
living creature must be of some size, but a size to be taken in by the eye, so must 
a story or plot must be of some length, but of a length to be taken in by the 
memory. (1450b, line 37-1451a, line 6) 
 

He makes the claim that “the longer the story, consistently with its being comprehensible as a 

whole, the finer it is by reason of its magnitude” (1451a, lines 10-11). This is one of the many 

unfounded assertions that Aristotle makes about one aspect of poetry that does not apply in every 

case. There are many examples of short stories that one could claim to be just as worthwhile as 

longer ones, Aristotle automatically discounts these purely because they are not as long as 

possible, limited only by the necessity to be held in the memory.  

Not only does Aristotle assert tenuous claims about some of the formative elements of 

poetry, but also not all of what he claims to be formative elements in the Poetics can always be 

said to be necessary to a story. Aristotle declares that  

just as in the other imitative arts one imitation is always of one thing, so in poetry 
the story, as an imitation of action, must represent one action, a complete whole, 
with its several incidents so closely connected that the transposition or withdrawal 
of any one of them will disjoin and dislocate the whole. For that which makes no 
perceptible difference by its presence or absence is no real part of the whole.  
(1451a, lines 30-36) 
 

This is a very sensible observation that can usually be seen as true; however there are also some 

examples where it is not. In Don Quixote, a story of an imaginative man who decides to live the 

life which he chooses, namely that of a chivalrous knight in a time when chivalry is dead, there 

are many examples of side stories that have nothing to do with the main character. There are 
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many examples of other characters’ stories being delved into with great depth, and the author 

seems almost proud of this characteristic of his story. 

Most happy and fortunate were the days when the bold knight Don Quixote of La 
Mancha sallied forth into the world, since…we can now enjoy in our own time, 
which is so in need of joyful entertainment, not only the sweetness of his true 
history, but also the stories and episodes that appear in and are, in some ways, no 
less agreeable and artful and true than the history itself, which following its 
tortuous, winding, and meandering thread, recounts that as the priest was 
preparing to console Cardenio…(227) 
 

Cervantes does not restrict his “meandering thread” solely to the minor characters in the story, 

but he also throws in a novel within his novel that some of the characters read to one another. It 

is called “The Man Who Was Recklessly Curious” and spans across three chapters in Part Four 

of the Ingenious Gentleman Don Quixote of La Mancha. This story within a story does not seem 

to have any parallel to the story of Don Quixote, but tells of two friends and how through 

reckless curiosity the one friend encourages the other into an affair with his wife.  This 

digression does not detract from the story of Don Quixote, but adds to the reader’s enjoyment (if 

he or she is patient enough for this “tortuous, winding, and meandering thread”) of the overall 

story.  

Another difficulty, one of many, that I find myself questioning as I read Aristotle’s 

Poetics is his claim that we only care for characters that are good or better than most. In 

Paradise Lost, penned by John Milton, the protagonist is Satan, the most evil creature in Western 

Literature. And yet the reader is moved by his story and other examples of anti-heroes. I believe 

readers have a greater capacity for pity than Aristotle gives us credit for.  

In the fourth book of Milton’s epic poem, Paradise Lost, where the story of the fall of 

man is seen from the perspective of Satan; Satan has a moving monologue that convinces readers 
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that he is wicked and though he may not deserve pity, does provoke it despite the audiences’ 

moral misgivings.  

 Warring in Heaven against Heaven’s matchless King- 
Ah wherefore, he deserved no such return 
From me, whom he created what I was 
In that bright eminence, and with his good 
Upbraided none, nor was his service hard. (Verse 41-45) 
 

Here the audience sees that Satan knows that it is his own faults that caused his fall from grace 

and into Hell. He cannot submit to be lower to anyone, not even his Creator who he knows 

deserves his praise and obedience. In the end he decides that despite his pain in remembering 

who he used to be and what he used to be a part of, he will give into the evil that is now his lot. 

So farewell hope, and with hope, farewell fear, 
Farewell remorse! All good to me is lost; 
Evil, be thou my Good: by thee at least  
Divided empire with Heaven’s King I hold, 
By thee, and more than half perhaps will reign; 
As Man erelong, and with this new World, shall know. (108-113) 
 

Even as Satan is declaring that he would rather have a lesser part of God’s kingdom than submit 

to His will, and that he will attempt to bring Man down to his low and evil level, one is able to 

see him or herself facing his dilemma. Satan is not alone in making a choice that he knows is the 

wrong choice, simply because his pride cannot be overcome, even if overcoming it were to mean 

eternal happiness and grace. Being completely honest with himself is a trait that few are able to 

claim. He does not blame God for making him this way, unbending in his pride; he admits that 

his fall from grace and his place in Hell is completely his own doing. A reader can appreciate his 

honesty, while abhorring his decision; just as he or she can know that he is the most evil creature 

in existence, but also relate to him.  

 There is no good that can be found in the character portrayed as the hero of Paradise 

Lost. He willfully chooses evil when he technically has the option to be good. But since he will 
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not allow his pride to be overcome, he will continue along his evil path. Satan is unashamedly 

not a good character, the exact opposite of Aristotle’s conjecture that a likeable hero must be 

intermediate to good on the moral spectrum. The term anti-hero cannot have a better example: it 

is known that Satan is evil, but the audience can pity his fate and relate to his fallibility. An anti-

hero is a character that cannot be considered good, but is not completely despised by the 

audience, and is even possibly loved.  

Aristotle was very good at considering all of these formative elements of a tragedy, but 

this does not mean he considered every possible form of a good story. For instance the narrative 

style of stream of consciousness that has become popular in the 20th and 21st century would 

probably repulse Aristotle, for losing the sense of unity and continuity classically depicted in 

narratives and instead opting for an interior monologue that is reminiscent of what really occurs 

in the mind of people. There is of course the possibility that this style is hyped and has no real 

merit, as we assume Aristotle would say, but authors like James Joyce, Edgar Allen Poe, and 

Virginia Woolf all employ this style of writing. From the very first page of Mrs. Dalloway the 

audience is able to see into the mind of Woolf’s characters because of this writing style,  

Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers. For Lucy had her work cut out for 
her. The doors would be taken off their hinges; Rumpelmayer’s men were 
coming. And then, thought Clarrisa Dalloway, what a morning—fresh as if issued 
to children on a beach. (3) 
 
This shows that stories and how they can be expressed are always changing. It seems that 

no one, not even Aristotle can fully clarify what the aspects of a good story entail. While 

Aristotle’s Poetics is a trustworthy place to start in looking for our definition of a good story, he 

is not the final authority on this matter. 
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Distinctions in determining good stories: 

There are two distinct ways to consider whether a story is good. There is the pleasure we 

get from a well constructed story. The easiest way for me to explain this is through the use of 

Aristotle’s mechanical consideration or formula for a good story. This means that the plot, 

character, thought, and everything else are to the liking of the audience. It follows the rules—not 

necessarily Aristotle’s rules, but rather the general expectations of what readers have come to 

anticipate in stories.  

The other way to look at determining whether a story is good is to delve into the meaning 

behind the action and the character and how and what words the author chose, beyond the 

pleasure these elements bring to the story. As discussed earlier, though a new way of writing 

may strike people as exciting and make it popular, this does not last for long if there is no actual 

worth or density/grit to the story. Action is interesting and exciting to “watch” unfold, but it is 

not nearly as awe-inspiring or moving if it is merely action. The action needs to represent a 

greater universal meaning. The first type of good can be applied to many different well written 

and pleasurable stories, but this does not mean that it is a worthwhile story beyond this 

temporary or fleeting pleasure. It is the stories that affect us beyond the moment and get one to 

think and see the universal message behind the action and characters which creates a sense of 

greatness to a story. The Life of King Henry V, by William Shakespeare, is not just about the life 

of an English king who defeats the French army despite terrible odds against him; “There’s five 

to one; besides, they are all fresh” (Act IV.iii, line 4). It really tells the audience of the valor of 

mankind and presents a stirring promise of greatness that can be achieved against all 

expectations.  

If we are marked to die, we are enow 
To do our country loss; and if to live, 
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The fewer men, the greater the share of honor. 
God’s will! I pray thee wish not one man more. 
…if it be a sin to covet honor, 
I am the most offending soul alive. 
…Old men forget; yet all shall be forgot, 
But he’ll remember, with advantages, 
What feats he did that day… 
But we in all shall be remembered— 
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers; 
For he today that sheds his blood with me  
Shall be my brother. (Act IV.iii, lines 21-63) 

 
The audience has to hunt for the meaning in the action that is depicted by the author. This 

meaning is what Aristotle briefly talks about in Chapter 9 of Poetics, he tells us that poetry is 

“more philosophic and of graver import than history, since its statements are of the nature rather 

of universals, whereas those of history are singulars” (1451b, lines 5-7). 

A deeper look into this ‘meaning’ that the author has introduced, but has of yet not 

adequately explained: 

I have looked at the definite ways in which a story can be considered “good” and yet 

there is still something lacking in this explanation. Sure, one can point to a good speech that 

makes one’s heart soar to the highest possible peak in the belief of human excellence, or a well 

qualified character that one can relate to and sympathize with, and of course, there are plots that 

can surprise and excite the mind, but there still seems to be something more. One way to start to 

figure out exactly what this ‘more’ to be would be to examine the idea of ‘meaning’ behind 

stories. I stated before the difference between a pleasurable story and a worthwhile one is 

determined by the meaning behind the author’s plot, characters, and thought. For if we are saying 

that the meaning crafted into the story is what makes it good, why can we not just list out the 

meanings and forgo all that long-winded and imaginative drivel? Besides the fact that would be 
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incredibly boring, there is something about stories such that one cannot separate the full and 

complete meaning and understanding of the story without the story form. 

While reading many different dialogues written by the ancient philosopher, Plato, I 

noticed a striking consistency throughout. Plato uses myth at crucial junctions in his arguments. 

These are not just analogies and metaphors that he uses to better explain difficult concepts easily; 

but rather, he uses the myths themselves as arguments. 

In Phaedo Socrates is discussing with his friends why he is not afraid to die. He argues 

that the soul is immortal. He has spent his entire life as a philosopher he will go to the gods and it 

would be contradictory to fear death. The friends are unconvinced and need to be persuaded of 

this. Cebes tells Socrates that what he is saying sounds pleasant, but people are still not 

convinced the soul is immortal.  

They think that after it has left the body it no longer exists anywhere, as soon as it 
leaves the body; and that, on leaving it, it is dispersed like breath or smoke, has 
flown away and gone and is no longer anything or anywhere. (Phaedo, 70 A) 
 

In order for these people to believe what Socrates has been saying they need “a good deal of faith 

and persuasive argument to believe that the soul still exists after a man has died” (70 B). Socrates 

responds with an ancient tradition or myth of what happens to the soul after a man has died. “ 

Let us examine it in some such manner as this: whether the souls of men who 
have died exist in the underworld or not. We recall an ancient theory that souls 
arriving there come from here, and then again that they arrive here and are born 
here from the dead. If this is that is true, that the living come from the dead, then 
surely our souls must exist there, for they could not come back if they did not 
exist. (70 C) 
 

He continues on to question Cebes “whether those that have an opposite must necessarily come 

to be from their opposite and from nowhere else” (70 E). This may seem strange, but big comes 

from small and small from big, awake from sleep and asleep from awake. In the same way the 

dead come from the living, so the living must come from the dead. Which means that the soul 
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must exist after the body dies. Otherwise “if everything that partakes of life were to die and 

remain in that state and not come to life again, would not everything ultimately be dead and 

nothing alive?” (72 C). Socrates begins his argument with a story and it ends with Cebes 

concluding that this line of reasoning is “παντάπασιν άληθή” or perfectly true (72 D). An 

imitation of reality can be used as a reliable source to explain reality itself, not only as one 

possible explanation, but as something that is “absolutely true” or at the very least convincing in 

a rational argument.  This is only one example of Plato employing myth in his arguments. 

Looking into why he uses this strategy of stories in his arguments be able to lead us to a better 

understanding of how stories and their meanings are twisted together like an unbreakable knot. 

 The term µυθολόγος is seen in many different forms throughout the Phaedo. This strange 

word is a linguistic representation of how myth and logic go together as if they are inseparable 

and joined as one. These traditionally opposite and supposedly unrelated concepts go hand in 

hand in this dialogue, just like pleasure and pain.  

What a strange thing that which men call pleasure seems to be, and how 
astonishing the relation it has with what is thought to be its opposite, namely pain! 
A man cannot have both at the same time. Yet if he pursues and catches the one, 
he is almost always bound to catch the other also, like two creatures with one 
head. I think that if Aesop had noted this he would have composed a fable that a 
god wished to reconcile their opposition but could not do so, so he joined their 
two heads together, and therefore when a man has the one, the other follows later. 
(60 B-C) 

 
Socrates relates this seemingly random idea that occurs to him as his friends first arrive at his 

cell. As we have seen, Plato has more to say on the idea of the opposites, but on closer inspection 

an earlier part of the dialogue reveals a startling contradiction to something Socrates has claimed. 

The whole dialogue is Phaedo relating the last day of his mentor and friend’s life to Echecrates, 

who is interested in Socrates’ final discussion. Phaedo tells Echecrates  
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I certainly found being there an astonishing experience…I had a strange feeling, 
an unaccustomed mixture of pleasure and pain at the same time as I reflected that 
he was just about to die. All of us present were affected in much the same way, 
sometimes laughing, then weeping. (58E-59A) 
 

I do not see this as a contradiction on Plato’s part, seeing as it is the opposite of what Socrates 

says to be impossible just a few lines later, but taking both of these quotes together (seemingly 

opposite quotes) not only are pleasure and pain forever connected and follow one after the other, 

they can also be present at the same time.  Myth and logic behave in a similar fashion. We can 

see Plato slyly expressing this through the various forms of the word µυθολόγος. A myth or 

ancient tradition establishes a rational argument about the mysteries of life after death and 

maintains a logical grounding, forming a foundation for a philosophical discussion. 

 One should also note that Plato’s style of writing in the form of dialogues allows him to 

have both a logical and philosophical argument that can be followed, not just by the participants 

of the dialogue, but the reader as well, and also a more surreptitious depiction of what the 

dialogue is truly about. One explanation for this could be because Plato has an understanding of 

how stories are able to convey more than just the mere words that contain them.  

 Not only can the meaning of stories not be fully separated from the stories themselves, 

but stories also express their meanings in such a way that is different from how they are 

expressed in more straightforward and explicative writing forms, like philosophical works. One 

example of this would be comparing the theory that all men are vicious, selfish savages by nature 

with an extreme and overpowering desire for power that is only kept in check by the greater 

power of other men as expressed in both a narrative form, Lord of the Flies by William Golding, 

and a philosophical piece, Leviathan by Thomas Hobbes.  

In Lord of the Flies a plane full of British school boys—a symbol of self-control and the 

highest form of civilization—are stranded on an island after their plane crashes, with all the 
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adults strangely absent, presumed dead by the audience. As the story progresses the boys sink 

deeper and deeper into a state of savagery and frenzied violence. They first hunt as a means of 

survival, but become intoxicated by this new found feeling of complete control over another 

creature “The hunters’ thoughts were crowded with memories…of the knowledge that they had 

out witted a living thing, imposed their will upon it, taken away its life like a long satisfying 

drink” (LOTF, 4.121). This feeling of power from this new found capacity, and therefore the 

right, to take another creature’s life extends so far as to include taking the life of one another.  

When they first land on the island there is a discussion and it is decided that there should 

be a chief.  

“Shut up,” said Ralph absently. He lifted the conch. “Seems to me we ought to 
have a chief to decide things.”  
“A chief! A chief!” 
“I ought to be chief, said Jack with simple arrogance, “because I’m chapter 
chorister and head boy. I can sing C sharp.” (1.229-231) 
 

There is a power struggle between these two boys throughout the rest of the story. Jack is shown 

to have always had a need for power and desires it for the sake of power itself. Whereas Ralph 

uses his new found power as a means to an end, to keep the others safe and alive so as to 

eventually be found. This struggle reaches its climatic peak when Jack frantically riles the other 

boys up on a hunt to kill Ralph. At the very end we see that this endeavor for power through the 

means of violence is not limited to the boys on this island; the last scene is Ralph on the beach 

looking out to the sea and seeing a war ship. “Her bows were hauled up and held by two ratings. 

In the stern sheets another rating held the sub-machine gun” (12.211). Man’s nature, or at least 

an interpretation of it, is clearly portrayed through this story of a few boys stranded on an island.  

 Hobbes tells his readers the same in Leviathan, though through much less horrifying and 

heart wrenching means. “I put for a generall inclination of all mankind, a perpetuall and restlesse 
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desire of Power after power, that ceaseth only in Death” (161). The only reason that men are not 

killing one another all the time to establish their own power is because this natural desire for 

power is lessened by other desires: 

Desire of Ease, and sensuall delight, disposeth men to obey a common Power. 
Because by such Desires, a man doth abandon the protection might be hoped for 
by his own Industry and labour. Fear of Death, and Wounds disposeth to the 
same; and for the same reason. (161-162) 
 

In this political philosophy the reader has the reasons for Hobbe’s conclusion that we need a 

powerful sovereign to keep all men in check and maintain peace clearly laid out in a logical 

argument.  

Hobbes explains his philosophy in a way that is somewhat removed from the reader. The 

theory is based on his own experience living during the time of a civil war that raged for years, 

coloring his view of human nature a darker shade than had been seen previously in political 

philosophy. Even so, Leviathan is in a way separated from the reader because of the detachment 

from the hyper emotional connection that Lord of the Flies elicits from its readers. The desire for 

power as an overwhelming part of man’s nature is brought to a personal level as the reader feels 

what the boys are feeling and realizing that he or she could probably behave in the same manner.  

There is an element of the reader putting themselves in the story. I do not mean that they 

are imagining themselves physically in the story as if they were one of the characters (though 

this does happen). What I am referring to is how our experiences and understanding affect what 

we receive from the stories. In Plato’s dialogue, Lysis, Socrates is compelled to show a friend, 

Hippothales, the proper way to speak to a beloved who has not yet been wooed. The beloved in 

question is a young, beautiful boy called Lysis, whom Hippothales has shamelessly been 

pursuing and writing poetry of. Socrates engages Lysis and his best friend Menexenus in a 
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discussion on friendship. By the end of their discussion they have reached a point where desire 

and belonging are the determinants of friendship.  

“Then it is what belongs to oneself, it seems, that passionate love and friendship 
and desire are directed towards, Menexenus and Lysis.” 
They both agreed. 
“And if you two are friends with each other, then in some way you naturally 
belong to each other.” 
“Absolutely,” they said together. 
“And if one person desires another, my boys, or loves him passionately, he would 
not desire him or love him passionately or as a friend unless he somehow 
belonged to his beloved either in his soul or in some characteristic, habit, or 
aspect of his soul.” 
“Certainly,” Menexenus, but Lysis was silent. 
“All right,” I said, “what belongs to us by nature has shown itself to us as 
something we must love.” 
“It looks like it,” he said. 
“Then the genuine and not the pretended lover must be befriended by his boy.” 
Lysis and Menexenus just managed a nod of assent, but Hippothales beamed 
every color in the rainbow in his delight. (221E-222B) 
 

The reader is told the boys’ responses, but not what their hesitation is by the end of this quote. 

Throughout the rest of the dialogue they both had been very eager in agreeing with all that 

Socrates presented to them. One reason for this hesitation may be their previous familiarity with 

admirers or lovers who have tried to woo them by becoming friends first. They experience the 

delight and excitement of having an intimate conversation with one such as Socrates, and feel 

almost obligated to agree with anything that this philosopher may come up with, because it must 

be true, it all seems to make sense. But also there is this feeling that they are agreeing to 

something that is somewhat suspicious. Hippothales is, as the audience can see, completely 

delighted with this line of questioning; it calls Lysis (and all other young and beautiful boys that 

have a lover obsessed with them) to be friendly towards Hippothales (and all similarly besotted 

lovers). The reader is left with an idea that Lysis and Menexenous do not whole heartedly agree 

with Socrates’ argument at this point, but cannot think of a way to contradict it. But because of 
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the nature of this section, the mysterious motive for the boys’ response, it is up to the reader to 

fill in what is missing from the story to gain a better understanding of what the author could 

possibly be saying.  

Another way to express that one puts him or herself in the stories that we read, is to say 

that the meaning we take away from stories is dependent on ourselves. Stories are personal, not 

only for the creator, but to the audience as well. While discussing stories with many different 

people, all with their own experiences and personalities, one can see how each person’s reading 

of a story is unique to that individual and responds to a certain, or many, aspects of that story.   

In a discussion on War and Peace this phenomenon of becoming personally invested in 

the story is well exemplified. War and Peace is a tale on the conflict between the Russian and 

French armies, but also the lives of many different characters and the changes the reader sees 

throughout these characters’ lives. It is a very long novel, with its action spanning across many 

years. Some may be drawn into this story by Tolstoy’s explanation of history and the true nature 

of the roles played by the masses and the well-documented ‘great men’ in bringing about this 

history,  

Millions of men, renouncing their human feelings and reason, had to go from west 
to east to slay their fellows, just as some centuries previously hordes of men had 
come from the east to the west, slaying their fellows…The actions of Napoleon 
and Alexander, on whose words the event seemed to hang, were as little voluntary 
as the actions of any soldier who was drawn into the campaign by lot or by 
conscription…A king is history’s slave. (537) 
 

For others it is an important story to them because of its expression of the meaning of life and 

how one finds happiness in this life. Prince Andrew, a principal and varying character throughout 

this story, brings the audience along with him on his journey of finding happiness, or seeing 

whether that is even possible. 
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A whole sequence of new thoughts, hopeless but mournfully pleasant, arose in his 
soul in connection with that tree. During this journey he, as it were, considered his 
life afresh and arrived at his old conclusion, restful in its hopelessness: that it was 
not for him to begin anything anew- but that he must live out his life, content to 
do no harm, and not disturbing himself or desiring anything. (369) 

 
This renewal in his old apathetic view on life is very short-lived however when he meets the 

young and lively girl that he will fall in deeply in love with. 

All at once he was seized by an unreasoning springtime feeling of joy and 
renewal… ‘No, life is not over at thirty-one!’ Prince Andrew suddenly decided 
finally and decisively. ‘It is not enough for me to know what I have in me- 
everyone must know it: Pierre, and that young girl who wanted to fly away into 
the sky, everyone must know me, so that my life may not be lived for myself 
alone while others live so apart from it, but so that it may be reflected in them all, 
and I may live in harmony! (371-372) 
 

Though a reader may not be as enamored of both these aspects of War and Peace, they are both 

crucial to the overall understanding of the story. And even though it is precisely what I am 

attempting to do, one cannot pick out only one or even a few individual themes to fully explain 

the impact a story has on the reader. It is not only difficult to find and explicate the overall 

meaning because it is so long or has so many different parts, but because the meaning is 

inextricable from the story. The reader will relate to one easily identified part or theme more than 

another because that part speaks on a personal level with the reader. While this is happening 

though, the reader is still aware that there is more to the story than only what they have attached 

to in an attempt to find this ‘more.’ In discussion, even if one reader is not attracted to one 

particular theme or another, all these themes can be explored and brought to the forefront of the 

discussers’ consciences even if one or more of these themes had been ignored while reading 

individually. While all these themes are present in the story, inextricable from the story itself, the 

part each reader was drawn to is what makes the story so impressive to them personally. There is 

more to this idea than I am prepared to discuss at the moment, keep in mind though that this 
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interaction between the reader and the story is almost like a relationship—the reader gives his or 

herself to the story and in return takes something from the story.  

 Earlier I mentioned Aristotle’s view of poetry as compared to history, this remains 

relevant even after my claim that stories are personal. 

The poet’s function is to describe, not what has happened, but the kind of thing 
that might happen, i.e. what is possible as being probable or necessary. The 
distinction between historian and poet is not in the one writing prose and the other 
verse—you might put the work of Herodotus into verse and it would still be a 
species of history; it consists really in this, that the one describes the thing that has 
been, and the other a kind of thing that might be. Hence poetry is something more 
philosophic and of graver import than history, since its statements are of the 
nature rather of universals, whereas those of history are singulars. By a universal 
statement I mean one as to what such or such a kind of man will probably or 
necessarily say or do. (Poetics, 1451a, line 37-1451b, line 9) 
 

This is because the meaning and importance of the story is not restricted to one certain time, 

place, or people. It can be understood and loved by all people, in all places, at any time. Plato in 

the Ion claims that this is because poets are moved by a divine power, that “[the poets] are not 

the ones who speak those verses that are of such high value, for their intellect is not in them: the 

god himself is the one who speaks, and he gives voice through them to us” (534D). There is a 

greater power that allows poets to speak of things that will continue to exhilarate people for 

centuries past their own deaths.  

A look into the importance of stories: 

So what does this do for us in trying to determine what qualities make a story a good 

story? We know that there are good, better, and best ways in which to formulate and construct a 

good piece of writing or any kind of story, but what is more important to stories are their 

meanings. So if it is the deeper meaning of stories that are important, then the best stories are the 

ones that are capable of conveying greater truth.  
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One direction this could go would be to make the claim that stories are successful 

vehicles to translate moral lessons to all people, “however small their capacity for learning is” 

(Poetics, 1448b, line 15). The best stories, then, would be Aesop’s Fables for these can be 

understood by most, if not all people, and they convey ways to live morally in an easy-to-follow 

form, namely by cute, personified animals. I feel uncomfortable with this explanation, however, 

mostly because of the long list of good stories I have just explored in previous sections of this 

essay that are neither easy nor cute. Do people become obsessed and seem to be cast under a 

spell from stories because the portrayal of the moral was just so informative and taught just ever 

so clearly? Obviously not. That would make stories a means to an end and I just do not like how 

that sounds. Just as there is meaning beyond the words of a story, there is something more to the 

art of storytelling beyond a lesson of morals.  

So if stories are not merely moral guide books, what else could be the reason that stories 

are so important? Could it be, as crazy as it sounds, stories are important for the sake of 

themselves, and not because they are useful tools? Plato shows this in his dialogue, Phaedrus, 

when Socrates is discussing the four types of madness to a young and beautiful boy. Phaedrus is 

enamored with a fine written rhetorical speech, through which he has been convinced that 

granting sexual favors to a non-lover is much better than granting them to a lover, because for 

one reason, the non-lover is not mad. 

Socrates shows how madness is not something to be detested or even pitied. He shows 

that prophecy, “relief from the greatest plagues of trouble that beset certain families because of 

their guilt for ancient crimes,” and poetry are all brought on by madness (Phaedrus, 244D).  

If anyone comes to the gates of poetry and expects to become an adequate poet by 
acquiring expert knowledge of the subject without the Muse’s madness, he will 
fail, and his self-controlled verses will be eclipsed by the poetry of men who have 
been driven out of their minds. (245A) 
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But it is his explanation of a fourth kind of madness, that of a lover of beautiful boys, in which I 

find a guiding light to the question of the importance of stories. This madness is 

that which someone shows when he sees the beauty we have down here and is 
reminded of true beauty; then he takes wing and flutters in his eagerness to rise 
up, but is unable to do so; and he goes aloft like a bird, paying no attention to 
what is down below-and that is what brings on him the charge that he has gone 
mad. (Phaedrus 249d) 
 

This idea of madness, brought on by finding beauty in this world that reminds the soul of the 

Beautiful, can be applied not only to the beautiful boys, but beautiful art and stories as well, 

which lift the mind of one beyond this world to something greater. Paintings are not for any other 

reason than the beauty in themselves. This does not mean the shallow, pleasurable beauty that 

one gets from seeing a pretty picture. I mean the beauty of a masterpiece that makes one’s heart 

race and thoughts soar to the heavens. The madness of poetry is not reserved for the poet alone. 

The audience is also touched by truly spectacular poetry that is reminiscent of the Beautiful, that 

to which all souls aim towards, according to Socrates.  

The relationship between readers and stories is further explored: 

The Phaedrus is not restricted to an explanation of madness and love only. Socrates and 

Phaedrus also discuss the difference between speech making or writing itself and the ways that it 

can be misused and thus become similar to sophistry. Socrates tells Phaedrus that “since the 

nature of speech is in fact to direct the soul, whoever intends to be a rhetorician must know how 

many kinds of souls there are,” which will allow the rhetorician to persuade as many people that 

what is being said is truth (271D). Continuing on in this thread and playing the devil’s advocate 

he says,  

one who intends to be an able rhetorician has no need to know the truth about the 
things that are just or good or yet about the people who are such…whatever you 
say, you should pursue what is likely and leave the truth aside. (272D) 
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The ‘likely’ here means that which the audience accepts as true regardless of its actual truth. In 

order to avoid sophistry, the rhetorician must not only try to make his speech acceptable to “the 

sorts of characters to be found in any audience,” but also to please the gods with his 

speechmaking (273E). The same can be said not only of speaking, but also in writing a speech.  

Socrates explains a comparison between painting and writing to show how writing, while it can 

continue on in material existence and be enjoyed by many more than just those present at the 

time the speech is given, it cannot change and is sadly stagnant. 

Writing shares a strange feature with painting. The offspring of painting stand 
there as if they are alive, but if anyone asks then anything, they remain most 
solemnly silent. The same is true of written words. You’d think they were 
speaking as if they had some understanding, but if you question anything that has 
been said because you want to learn more, it continues to signify just that very 
same thing forever. (275D) 
 

There is another type of communication, one that is written in the soul and not on paper which 

“can defend itself, knows for whom it should speak and for whom it should remain silent” 

(276A). Phaedrus reveals it to be “the living, breathing discourse,” much like the one that 

Socrates and Phaedrus are experiencing in the Phaedrus. Truth cannot be written down in a 

speech, rather it is found in the active discussion between friends.  

Only what is said for the sake of understanding and learning, what is truly written 
in the soul concerning what is just, noble, and good can be clear, perfect, and 
worth serious attention: such discourses should be called his own legitimate 
children, first the discourse he may have discovered already within himself and 
then its sons and brothers who may have grown naturally in other souls insofar as 
they are worthy. (278 A-B) 
 
Stories fall in between the discourses of speech and discussion, but are closer in character 

to the activity of discourse between friends. The good stories that are written down cannot be 

said to be the same form as a written speech; for, as explored earlier, a story being a story is 

capable of conveying more than what is said on the page. This means that Socrates’ assertion 
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that writing down philosophy is static and contrary to the spirit of philosophy does not extend to 

stories. Plato shows at least some degree of agreement to this, seeing as he had his philosophical 

dialogues written down. Aristotle claims that the reason all people find pleasure in stories is 

because  

to be learning something is the greatest of pleasures not only to the philosopher 
but also to the rest of mankind…the reason for the delight in seeing the [imitation] 
is that one is at the same time learning—gathering the meaning of things. 
(Poetics, 1448b, lines 12-17) 

 
Just as a discussion between friends—when the discourse is for the sake of understanding and 

learning—is worthwhile according to Plato, so also from Aristotle we can see that one of the 

reasons poetry is so pleasurable to us is because we learn from it. Like the speech maker, a story 

teller is concerned about the audience’s response to his work, which can lead to a lesser product 

if the poet is not ‘possessed’ by a greater power. This is because “the poets merely follow their 

public, writing as its wishes dictate.” Which means that there is something external to the poets 

of the best stories that makes their work truly great such that it transcends their pandering to the 

“weakness of the audience” (Poetics, 1453a, line 35). This external thing is what gives these 

good stories their universality and leads them to truth, just like discussion between friends in the 

correct way leads to truth. This may be coming off as too harsh on the poets; they are still an 

important conduit through which the reader is gaining this universal truth, for both the reader and 

the story-teller are engaging in a discussion with stories. Just as the friends in Socrates’ ideal 

discourse have truth written in their souls, also referred to as the children of the soul, the reader 

and story-teller are putting what they have in their own soul into the story forming a relationship 

with stories.  

One possible reason for this strange connection the reader feels towards stories is that a 

friendship like relationship has formed between the reader and story.  In Nichomachean Ethics 
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Aristotle tells us a couple key facts about friendship: “the happy man needs friendship” and “as a 

man is to himself, so is he to his friend” or a man’s friend is an extension of himself (1169b, line 

21 & 1171b, line 32). Both of these can be directly applied to the relationship the reader has with 

stories. A man cannot be happy without friends, very straightforward and definite. A friend is 

more than someone who entertains, or flatters, or any other form of utility. Friends make a man 

better and a more perfect person. In the same way a man without stories is a lesser man than one 

with stories as a part of his life. A good friend and a good story are still better for reaching a 

man’s full potential humanness. Similarly, just as friends are an extension of the self, stories 

draws man out into the greater world and also allows them to delve into the inner person.  

 Since this is an essay and not a story, I cannot feign completion or attempt laziness in 

order to allow my reader to draw their own conclusion on all that I have been waxing on. Stories 

make up a complex species that can be viewed, regarded, and utilized in a variety of ways. The 

pleasures that one gets from reading a well written tragedy or novel is one aspect of a good story, 

though there are many different ways that a good story can be written. Whether the reader can 

connect deeply with a story and by affected in such a way that there is almost a living, breathing 

relationship between them does not come solely from the skill of the author, but from somewhere 

else. One possibility is the nature of stories having inextricable meaning. Is it possible that this 

relationship can be so easily defined? What I am left with is that stories are complex creatures 

and to try and completely explain them, though a noble endeavor, is not so easily contained in a 

neat and tidy explanation.  
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